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The subtitle is “the most powerful Revolution-Reformation is in professed progress, yet few see or believe.”!!
### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.!
    This original Nov 23, 24, 25, 2015 broadcast from Keith Duncan in Philippines.!
Read to the end, since everyone has been completely notified through every single ways and 
means, including Congress, Interpol, Press, churches, + you.!!
Read and ACT to the very End.   http://www.TheFinalTerrorist.com !
The final clearinghouse database of world solutions is now on newly created!

http://www.BuiltByKeith.com   for the world to see, believe, and Act with Authority for the 
benefits of all others.   The most comprehensive ‘Plans of World Salvation’ are published for world to use with 
zero delay. For our mutual world is on brink of self-destruction from the evil greed of the Criminal Ruling Elite.!!
 www.SolutionURL.com  is the singular world-wide referential integrity database for citizens to monitor 
everyone in the world and pro-actively SHUN all criminals based on face recognition, their international ID, and 
the criminals own evidence supplied by their victims and peers.  !!
Keith Duncan in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300 Hong Kong Cell +(852) 9146-8620,!
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2,  CreatorKeith@Gmail.com!
UNITYurl.com  is #1 Universal Reformation Movement for UNIocracy.com !
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!
The Interpol Design for world Referential Integrity Database is below. Easy for 
everyone to contact all governments, press, NSA, CIA, Military, and focus on InterPol. 
That is the International Police in conduction conjunction with the United Nations who I 
have visited and notified over and over with   www.SolutionUNi.com !!
IseeJustice.com   and IseeIunderStand.com remain KEY SOLUTIONS to world 
problems.   CreatorKeith.com  LLC copyright 2015  URLiDent.com !!
Entry commentary. Exactly when will the world know when GOD finally intervenes on 
behalf of all of mankind as promised in scripture and predicted by so many fore-
founders, prophets, sages. gurus, and others who See and UnderStand the true nature 
of God and humanity?  http://www.IseeIunderStand.com shows the way. !
      What will be the trigger points based on the escalation of sinister greed that has been 
tsunami wave washing over society for now many decades.  For World War II was billed as 
the war to end all wars. Yet the sequential and progressive decades have produced Korean 
War, Vietnam War, two Gulf Wars, and many millions of persons killed by the Criminal Ruling 
Elite. Why call them anything less. For they have succeeded in enslaving the majority of our 
worlds people by their control of the electronic databases and man-made laws. These 
criminals secure their own vile and sinister futures as the kings and queens that redefine 
tyranny, oligarchy, dictatorship, and even military rule over the same people who have 
allowed their own assets and resources to be compiled and composted. Simply by following 
the flow of wealth allows the citizens and the left over honest persons to see the truths that I 
have taught our entire world.!

!
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Above is the World Population of the top 20 countries as of Nov 21, 2015 10:30 pm Manila 
time.  I have been tracking the # of my world wide people for a long time. Even the video #313 
BuiltByKeith on YouTube.com uploaded this afternoon speaks about ‘MY PEOPLE’. !!
Today is Monday/Tuesday, Nov 23-24, 2015 as I am in un disclosed new location in 
Philippines with a new motorcycle.   Looks like I need to go visit USA Military Subic Naval 
base a few hours away real soon.    Everyone can call ahead and set an appointment with 
their destiny for me since I have been making appointments with the absolute top levels of 
Press, Governments, United Nations, Churches, Military, Congress, Interpol, and public this 
entire time.  Below are some absolute basic definitions extracted from GOD’s Domain of the 
Internet. Why call the WWW. (URL).com  Universal Resource Locator = You aRe Loved, and 
comMUNITY anything less…!!
An·ti·christ  ˈantēˌkrīst,ˈantī-/  noun: Antichrist!!
    (in some Christian teachings) a personal opponent of Christ expected to appear before the 
end of the world.!
    "the battle between Christ and the Antichrist”  a person or force seen as opposing Christ or 
the Christian Church.!
plural noun: Antichrists!
        "St. Paul really did have to fear for his life at the hands of an Antichrist named Nero"!
        a person or thing regarded as supremely evil or as a fundamental enemy or opponent.!!
 antichrist  Also "The Beast". Not to be confused with Satan, the anti-christ will be identified by 
a birthmark of number 666.!
   "Woe to you, Oh Earth and Sea, for the Devil sends the beast with wrath because he knows 
the time is short…   Let him who hath understanding reckon the number of the beast for it is a 
human number, its' number is Six hundred and sixty six.”   Revelations Ch. XIII v.18 !!
The antiChrist(s) are ROSE and those who deceive for their own evil vile personal, financial, 
and political gains.  The definition of a Terrorist is the same as shown on many of these 
websites. The basic world definition of a terrorist is ‘ Any person who subverts an organization 
or government for their own personal, financial, or political gains. Most often they use extreme 
fear and intimidation to acquire their benefits that are almost always monetary and power in 
pure evil nature.’  This describes so many of our world politicians at all levels of government.!
! This is Robert Dee Rose described in a NUT shell. For ROSE is indeed a psychopathic 
homicidal murdering super criminal terrorist maniac based on many personal conversations I 
had with him from Nov 4, 2007 to Jan 15, 2008 and subsequent court depositions and time 
listening to ROSE and his brutally evil lawyers in Forsyth County GA (SC08-1345) Judgment 
Courts, then Cobb County GA court Aug 22, 2011 per Cobb County TPO 11.1.7683.99 that I 
have retained and sent BACK to all law enforcement officials including FBI James Comey, AG 
Loretta Lynch, and yes, THE WORLD.!
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!
! The base (USA military) reason I was kidnapped so many times was so that ROSE 
could force me into HELL-JAIL rather than murdering me, thereby preventing the USA Military 
from investigating ROSE and his direct links to very high powered ‘CABAL’  USA government 
officials in 5 Atlanta Counties as well as FBI, AG, USMarshals, IRS, and other world agencies. !
   For ROSE is the ONLY person who has the extreme profit, motive, and opportunities to 
steal all of his most incriminating evidence, destroy everything including my life and assets, so 
he can continue his AntiChrist mission to be the most evil underground king of enslaved 
persons in world history. The bounty is actually $2 Million USD from the IRS Whistleblower 
Feb 2009, case 658, 659, 671, 672 held www.HostageForProfit.com by Nora and Amanda.!

!
The most incriminating super cyber criminal evidence will always be ROSE’s own business 
files such as his HWIgl.pdf  (General ledger)  !
 Below is what I personally posted on the door of my rental home:!
981 Laura Springs Ln SW, Marietta Georgia 30064	

This is a Federally protected crime scene as of Tuesday, September 20, 2011 
under orders of Agency known as G19. Authorities must get coordinated 
clearance from BOTH FBI-Atlanta Office and National Security Agency before 
entering these premises under penalty of Federal arrest and mandatory prison 
time.	

Refer questions to Marietta Attorney Berry (Vic) Reynolds (770)422-5434 at 236 
Washington Street, Marietta GA 30061, one block from Cobb County Courthouse 
who is partially aware of the severity of this Federal Racketeering, Bribery, and 
Conspiracy cases.        Signed and under the Authority of G19:   
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Note: G19 was the codeword I gave FBI desk agent Janet in Nov 2010 when I 

detected, again, that ROSE was intent on murdering Keith Brent Duncan based 
on the Forsyth County GA Judgment 08SC-01345 issued mid Oct 2010.	

These are just a few of the CRIME SCENES including retired UPS Executive Mike Briggs $10 Million USD 

homeWaves.com  cyber attacked home on shores of Lake Lanier, Cumming Georgia that I 
visited multiple times with first ROSE, then by myself.  Mike knows I have warned him also as well as North 
Point Reality Group Ron Onorato (Windward GA CEO) and Norcross Display Systems CEO Mike Davis as I 
met with all three of them over period of time 2008 until 2011 kidnapping.  Thousands of ROSE’s victims have 
no concept or clue they have been cyber attacked by their own Internet infrastructure contractually installed by 

www.FineHomeTechnologies.com  and the other +20 RICO perfect crime shell and 
shelf companies that only ROSE controls and hides.	

Below is what I just sent to Russia through  government.ru/en    Send message Link.	

Greetings to President Putin and all Russian citizens.	

  www.SolutionGovernment.com  and www.SolutionURL.com  are in Russian and all other major languages 
to PREVENT all crimes in first place through one referential 'INTEGRITY' database gifted to you and Interpol 
Jan 7, 2015. 	

I work for Russian government and military as well as all other governments and organizations. 	

http://www.BuiltByKeith.com  is the prime clearinghouse of world class solutions that alter the course of 
humanity by teaching all citizens and governments how to conduct ethical business transactions where everyone 
benefits.	

 I am not attaching any of the thousands of supporting documents as they are all on http://
www.IseeIunderStand.com  and supported by video broadcasts on YouTube.com of http://
www.IseeJustice.com	
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Please contact myself as well as m.abu_@outlook.com  who is the Russian citizen-Chinese-english 
www.AbuTranslator.com 	

I am a USA citizen who has been held HostageForProfit.com  by a single super criminal named Robert Dee 
Rose seen on ManHuntRose.com  that affects the Russian economy and political efforts to remove all black 
market cyber criminals. That is why I went to USA Langley Air force Base Sept 25, 2011 as ROSE ordered my 
kidnapping the next morning.	

I look forward to the Russian and world press seeing what I have done for all of mankind. http://
www.UNIocracy.com  is a modified form of Communism, Socialism, and Democracy.com where everyone 
takes care of their own issues and problems at a local Community level  	

 Join UNITYurl.com  shows how.	

#####  End of RUSSIAN query and requests for immediate contact with Keith Duncan. 	

All other governments, organizations, public, churches, and press have always been offered these same 
prime world class and world-changing consultive services.	

############	

#######    Basic definitions  of  LOVE versus SIN #########	

sin  noun: sin; plural noun: sins 

    1.  an immoral act considered to be a transgression against divine law.  "a sin in the eyes of God" 

    synonyms: immoral act, wrong, wrongdoing, act of evil/wickedness, transgression, crime, 
offense, misdeed, misdemeanor; More 

    archaic trespass  "a sin in the eyes of God" 

    wickedness, wrongdoing, wrong, evil, evildoing, sinfulness, immorality, iniquity, vice, crime  "the 
human capacity for sin" 

    antonyms: virtue  an act regarded as a serious or regrettable fault, offense, or omission.  "he 
committed the unforgivable sin of refusing to give interviews" 

    synonyms: scandal, crime, disgrace, outrage   "they've cut the school music program—it's a sin" 

sin verb 

verb: sin; 3rd person present: sins; past tense: sinned; past participle: sinned; gerund or present 
participle: sinning 1. commit a sin.   "I sinned and brought shame down on us” 

   synonyms: commit a sin, commit an offense, transgress, do wrong, commit a crime, break the 
law, misbehave, go astray; archaic trespass   "I have sinned” 

love  ləv/ 
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noun: love; plural noun: loves 

    1. an intense feeling of deep affection. "babies fill parents with intense feelings of love" 

    synonyms: deep affection, fondness, tenderness, warmth, intimacy, attachment, endearment; 

    devotion, adoration, doting, idolization, worship;   passion, ardor, desire, lust, yearning, 
infatuation, besottedness.  ”his friendship with Helen grew into love" 

    compassion, care, caring, regard, solicitude, concern, friendliness, friendship, kindness, charity, 
goodwill, sympathy, kindliness, altruism, unselfishness, philanthropy, benevolence, fellow feeling, 
humanity  "their love for their fellow human beings" 

    relationship, love affair, romance, liaison, affair of the heart, amour  "their love will survive" 

    antonyms: hatred 

        a deep romantic or sexual attachment to someone.  "it was love at first sight" 

        synonyms:  become infatuated with, give/lose one's heart to; More 

        informal  fall for, be bowled over by, be swept off one's feet by, develop a crush   "she didn't 
mean to fall in love with him" 

        infatuated with, besotted with, enamored of, smitten with, consumed with desire for; 

        captivated by, bewitched by, enthralled by, entranced by, moonstruck by; 

        devoted to, doting on; 

        informal  mad/crazy/nuts/wild about.   ”he's in love with Gillian" 

         a personified figure of love, often represented as Cupid. 

        noun: Love    1.  a great interest and pleasure in something.   "his love for football" 

        synonyms: liking of/for, enjoyment of, appreciation of/for, taste for, delight for/in, relish 
of, passion for, zeal for, appetite for, zest for, enthusiasm for, keenness for, fondness for, soft spot 
for, weakness for, bent for, proclivity for, inclination for, disposition for, partiality for, predilection 
for, penchant for   "her love for fashion" 

        affectionate greetings conveyed to someone on one's behalf. 

        synonyms: best wishes, regards, good wishes, greetings, kind/kindest regards  "my mother 
sends her love" 

        a formula for ending an affectionate letters.  ”take care, lots of love, Judy" 

    2.   a person or thing that one loves  "she was the love of his life" 
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    synonyms: beloved, loved one, love of one's life, dear, dearest, dear one, darling, sweetheart, 
sweet, angel, honey; 

verb 

verb: love; 3rd person present: loves; past tense: loved; past participle: loved; gerund or present 
participle: loving 

    1.  feel a deep romantic or sexual attachment to (someone). "do you love me?" 

    synonyms: care very much for, feel deep affection for, hold very dear, adore, think the world of, 
be devoted to, dote on, idolize, worship;	

The Greeks define LOVE in 4 categories.	

1.    Agape is unconditional love. It is love by "choice" even if you are not pleased. A good example is "God 
loves us with our faults".	

2.   Philia is charity or brotherly love, guided by our likes or our healthy or unhealthy needs and desires. This is 
why Philadelphia is called the "City of Brotherly Love".	

3.    Storge is the word for family love and the physical show of "affection", the need for physical touch. 
Sometimes it's the love between exceptional friends (the movie Grumpy Old Men for example).	

4.    Eros is the physical "sexual" desire, intercourse. It is the root word of erotic, and eroticism.	

#########	

Now I am getting my new Motorcycle serviced to ensure I can travel to the far reaches of Philippines while all 
these Plans of World Salvation go public in ‘magical’, mystical, spiritual, and viral ways and means. For these 
are the sequential series of miracles that ensure the survival of all of mankind.	

Extremely brief history of what has occurred tied to ROSE and so many other criminal terrorists. These are only 
the highlights of the crimes against humanity as everything else is detailed to the nth degree on http://
www.IseeIunderstand.com and all these other world re-broadcast multi media.  	

Nov 4, 2007 -Rose enters into signed contractual agreement with Keith Duncan regarding 15% ownership of 
homewaves.com and LightLogics for eventual $109,800 USD.	

Jan 15, 2008. Rose physically threatens me with extreme outburst rage because I show him his own HWIgl.pdf 
cooked general ledger file and accounts receivable and payables (Solomon accounting system) and ask him to 
confirm the illegal flow of money between his other 16 RICO companies and why bills were not being paid.	

. …..  long list of court documents, transcripts, CD-ROMS, emails, court appearances result in	

Oct 2010 Forsyth County GA Judgment 08SC-1345 at cost of well over $100,000 legal fees and months of 
research and efforts to identify ROSE as the #1 Cybercrime terrorist of all time. Pierce the Corporate Veil was 
denied since ROSE paid off Judge McClellan. 5 countersuit charges by Rose vs Keith denied as all evidence has 
always shown that ROSE extorts and pays of anyone who obtains ROSE’s own extensive crime evidence.	
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Nov 14, 2010 -After filing formal lien on Rose and Homewaves, and video recording evidence of ROSE’s 
multiple crime centers and crime sprees, nothing happens. I detect I am being stalked by ROSE and go directly 
back to IRS, FBI, USMarshals-AG offices in 6 hour period on a single day in mid Nov 2010.	

Feb 4, 2011 -I am robbed by U-Haul truck by Ms Bashama and Ralph Wendell Carraway. After 2 -E911 calls to 
Marietta PD, Ms Bashama escapes arrest by Officer Wishon who subsequently conspires with ROSE and Ms. 
Bashama to create Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 2nd Kidnapping set up that occurred on Feb 22, 2011 for 
$5,000 bond as Judge refused to arrest Ms. Bashama as she spouted lie after lie on the stand and Judge refused 
to look at the Arrest Warrants and Police Dept Reports I held in my cuffed and shackled hands.	

fast forward to Sept 25, 2011 as I successfully started massive debrief of USAirforce Langley Intelligence 
division that late Sunday Evening. 6 MPs and 2 OSI officers like Capt Christopher Weber invited me back the 
next morning to go on base.	

Oct 3, 2011 3rd Kidnapping in Las Vegas by Rose’s orders that were issued Sept 26, 2011 9 am without any 
signatures or dates by Cherokee County GA DA Garry Moss by criminal false witness of CID officer Matt 
Pettepher and multiple judges listed on bottom of http://www.SolutionURL.com  Lt Jamie Gianfallo recently 
threatened me as I published his own email exchange threats back in August 2011 to present.	

Jan 28, 2014. After 848 days of broadcasting to FBI-AG-PRESS-CHURCHES-PUBLIC, I am dumped on street 
a destitute and homeless man as everything was sold off by criminals Brian Walker and my own family using a 
single Forged Power of Attorney.   I call FBI and visit them in Charlotte N.C the same afternoon during the ice 
storm. I get appointment and visit FBI-Atlanta Headquarters Friday, Jan 31, 2014 with my own USA Marine 
Son Matthew Duncan. They look me up on the ‘BLACKLIST - No Admit’ and threaten me with arrest if I do 
not leave immediately. I ask to GIVE them a group of documents that proof I was kidnapped and that ROSE is 
the #1 Terrorist.   This same ‘BLACKLISTing’ occurred at GA Attorney General Offices, at FBI offices, at 
Georgia State Bar, and also at many courthouses AFTER I visited to obtain these comprehensively 
incriminating court documents and transcripts before ROSE ordered them destroyed and other persons 
MURDERED.  yes. Murdered, as in Cobb County GA Judge Fabier (Sept 2011-Poisoning in home?), and 
Gwinnett GA Brian Walker murdered Dec 7, 2013 after he wiped me completely out of all my possessions, 
bank accounts, sold off my home, electronics, $250,000 worth of inventory (icstand.com PhoneCradle.com) 
and well over $80,000 worth of computers and R&D equipment I used to create these world saving solutions. 	

This was the Intellectual Property that ROSE stole multiple times to become the #1 Terrorist using the same 
anti-corruption methods I delivered to USA Military, FBI, and yes, the world…   so, so long ago…	

I do go back to each crime scene over and over, obtain all the most incriminating signed court documents, video 
record the actual true history of how many crimes were committed by so many, and then turn all this evidence 
over to each and every law enforcement agency and USA Military in form of direct visits, calls, faxes, emails, 
and broadcasts over the internet.  I finally lost count of the thousands of direct connections I have made to the 
world.	

Clearly this ENTIRE time, since fall of 2008 when I paid lawyers to go to IRS to create IRS Whistleblower Feb 
2009, 658 (worth $8 Million USD) and paid a long sequence of lawyers including Jimmy Deal of Norcross GA 
well over $150,000 to command County then USA Federal agents investigate Robert Dee Rose and Ms. 
Bashama for massive fraud, treason, espionage, bank/tax evasion-fraud, extortion, blackmail, willful obstruction 
of the multiple USA Military Investigations already delivered in person to IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshals, GBI, GA 
State Bar, PRESS, PUBLIC, and churches.   This was to command the recovery of my original $109,800 USD 
(Forsyth County GA 08SC-1345 Judgment worth $250,000 USD) now,  Ms. Bashama’s contracted theft of 
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$32,000  USD (Feb 4, 2011 Marietta PD 4 time forged Police Dept Report 1.11.2506, and well over 100 
MILLION USD in Intellectual Property on over 10 computers I owned stolen by ROSE, Brian Walker, as my 
own master password list was hardcopy in my Las Vega Room Oct 3, 2011.	

…  Everything else is documented in concise databased and timelines sequence on 	

http://www.IseeIunderStand.com with focus on all the crimes against humanity being conducted by #1 
Terrorist Super criminal ROSE and all other criminals.	

I am sitting in Makati Philippines now as I just visited one of my favorite new Bishop friend nearby. I am at a 
StarBucks broadcasting to high heavens. Just like I have done the majority of my life.	

I am finishing the Netflix series  SCANDAL that shows the incredible Blacklist and ‘House of Cards’ of 
insanely incompetent leadership at the international level because ‘NO ONE CARES, NO ONE KNOWS, NO 
ONE BELIEVES,  and the worse true statement of all time.  “THE CRIMINAL RULING ELITE have almost 
WON’.  For the citizens are indeed already being slave traded, used for food production and to enrich the lives 
of the true Billionaire Criminals who remain undetectable by normal law enforcement means. 	

Keith	

Now it is Wednesday, Nov 25, 2015 as I sit in my remote single bedroom flat determining WHO else to contact. 	

I now design, re-create, and go PUBLIC and to INTERPOL and the world with the  website	

 http://www.URLiDent.com as I did deliver the most powerful and fundamental design to Interpol 
and Associated Press on Jan 7, 2015 in format of  BBK20150107*158.pdf 	

Here is the database design that allows all citizens to monitor every other citizen. This removes the need for 
most of government since no crime will go undetected for long and all criminals will be shunned by society by 
their own criminal evidence submitted by by-standers, gossipers, cynics, and of course, their victims. Everyone 
will effectively be their own actors in the biggest screenplay of all.  This is known as LIFE and the 
consciousness of mankind.  Most refer to this as the ‘Breath of Life’ and the relationship between GOD and all 
his created beings.	

Each of the +7.38 Billion persons on earth will have a unique International Identifying number. The format is 
quite simple. 	

The total of 16 digits to represent every single person on earth is format  CCCnnnnnnYEARmmDY	

1. The first three numbers are your originating country identifier. CCC The chart above shows China as 001, 
India 002, USA 003, Indonesia 004, etc.	

2. The second 5 digits is a unique sequential number that represents the order of each person registering their 
birth country and their birth date. This makes each international Identifier unique.  nnnnnn	

3. The next 8 digits are your registered birth Year, Month, Day.  YEARmmDY	

For Keith Brent Duncan, my international ID would be  003 00001 19580815.	
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When I register myself for the first time, I go to a registered government office, present unique proof of my 
identity, have my standard mugshot front and side photos taken, my height, weight, fingerprint, and unique 
physical attributes noted (tattoos, birthmarks,  etc). I can also submit additional information like my Voter 
Registration number, drivers license, social security #, and other unique information that only I know.	

Once in the URLident.com Interpol (international database), everyone I know can create referential integrity 
records that attest to my honesty trustworthiness, my family and business connections, as well as supply 
anything that is public record or even confidential if any crime or fraud has occurred. If false evidence is 
supplied, then the submitter is open for libel, slander, and damage awards since the entire world and courts can 
easily see the submitted evidence.	

 Most people will scream BLOODY MURDER initially when they think their private information has been 
exposed to cyber criminals and fraudsters who will use this information to commit more crimes.  The EXACT 
opposite is true.  All citizens will now have the immediate ability to identify the real criminals using face 
recognition eDevice applications such as the original www.Video911.mobi  Application I designed 5 years ago 
in conjunction with the original www.SolutionRedDot.com  method of any group quickly identifying who is 
trusted by the group and who is unworthy of conducting business transactions.  	

!
As of Nov 25, 2015 at 9:50 pm Manila time, www.URLident.com  website is done in less than 4 hours. 	

Here is contact information for www.Interpol.com	

INTERPOL	

General Secretariat  200, quai Charles de Gaulle   69006 Lyon  France	

Fax: +33 (0)4 72 44 71 63	

E-mail: Contact INTERPOL	

!
Keith Duncan has directly contacted every single Law Enforcement agency, Congress, Interpol, FBI-AG-
USMarshal-IRS in USA, and over 100 major newspapers.	

It is critical to world-national security for your criminal investigators to read SolutionURL.com 
SolutionGovernment.com and FOCUS on the new Referential Database Design of	

http://www.URLident.com that removes all terrorists, cybercriminals, political Criminals, and underground 
criminal enterprises along with 'cabals' with use of simple gifted technology.	

Use BidOnkeith.com to contact Keith Duncan (philippines 63 -0917-335-4300 immediately as even the USA 
military was directly involved and debriefed Sept 25, 2011 and subsequently  see www.SolutionMilitary.com	
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